
‘Drink and roar, and swear and whore,’ – An introduction to the Ranters 

Background – Civil War Context

English Civil War 1642 – 1651

Royalists – Episcopalian (C of E), aristocracy, section of the land-owning classes, 
clergy, universities
vs
Parliamentarians – Made up of various protestant sects, Presbyterians, 
Independents and others, new land-owners, trades, city

New Model Army, professional army instituted by Parliament in 1645 – mainly 
Independent sectarians, lower classes, small tradesmen, farmers etc.

Parliament, members largely drawn from upper classes of land-owners, beginnings 
of the squirearchy, largely Presbyterians.

Presbyterianism – keen to keep national (i.e. parliamentarian) control over the 
church, priests appointed from above.  Independents – priests generally selected by 
the congregation.

Role of church as a social binding force, political control of wider society.  Social 
concerns expressed in religious terminology.

Class struggle within the Parliamentary forces, the Levellers, came to a head after 
the Kings execution in 1649.  An Agreement Of The Free People Of England – Leveller 
Manifesto, universal(?) male suffrage, right to silence, elected judiciary, freedom of 
religion.  Revolt, Leveller leaders shot.

Other movements:
• Diggers – Winstanley and Everard (suppressed by 1651)
• Seekers – quietist movement began in 1620’s
• Anabaptists – general term for baptising sects (born again theology)
• Fifth Monarchists – Millenarian mystics, believed the fifth kingdom of Christ 

was imminent (1666)

Background – Europe

Dissident movements within Christianity, linked to voluntary poverty, equality of all 
believers.

Joachim of Fiore 1135-1202 (Calabria) Cistercian monk, prophesied that the church 
would become unnecessary as the whole of humanity would be saved in a universal 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit.



3 ages:
• The Father, the old testament, the law
• The Son, the new testament, the church
• The Holy Spirit, final apotheosis of mankind

All will become pure and there would be no need for priests
Idea taken on by radical Millenarian groups

• Apostolic Brethren/Dulcinians (Italian 13/14th c.)
• Brethren of the Free Spirit (13th c. onwards)
• Taborites (Czech 15th c.)
• Anabaptists (16th c.)

‘All who believed were together, and had all things in common. They sold their 
possessions and goods, and distributed them to all, according as anyone had need.’ 
Acts 2,44-45

Ushering in the Millennium; killing all the nobles and the priests to make the world 
pure.

Convergence of Mystical and Material concerns

Various English writers (prophets? visionaries?) took on these ideas and developed 
them in the civil war period

Became known as Ranters because of the incendiary and deliberately provocative 
language they used, drew a lot of support from former levellers and seekers.

• Failure/suppression of practical politics (levellers, diggers)
• Disillusionment with quietist movements (seekers, 5th monarchy)
• Individualist, propaganda of the deed 
• ‘Movement’ not a ‘Congregation’
• No leaders as such, charismatic individuals within the movement
• No manifestoes/structure
• Non-violent
• Non-doctrinaire

We know about them by their writing and by writing against them

Key Ranters:
• Abiezer Coppe 1619-1672, from Warwick, went to Oxford, later became a 

doctor
• Laurence Clarkson 1615-1667, became a Muggletonian
• John Saltmarsh d.1647, seeker, clergyman, influential on Ranter theology

Deliberately confrontational (as conciliatory methods had failed)
Deliberately diffuse (anyone could declare themselves a ranter)

Intellectual/Anti-intellectual
Complex theology/Eschatology
Morality that can be simply understood
Direct appeal to the underclass

Antinomianist Ethics

Spirit indwelling
• God is in all, therefore all is good
• Heaven and Hell are in all



• Material spiritualism → No external soul → for the pure in spirit all acts are 
pure → proved by indulging in immoral acts

‘Fellow Creatures’
• Gender Neutral
• Emphasis of continuity with nature
• Materialist

No right and wrong external of your fellow creatures

Antinomianism is really just the internalisation of morality? – the final judgement on 
an action is its effect on ones ‘fellow creatures’ not any injunction from on high.  If 
you truly believe it is God’s will to murder then you must murder – obvious 
hyperbole

Once you have moved beyond good and evil you will be truly free/happy – ‘sin’ is not 
superior – only indulged in to prove difference/distance for conventional morality – 
an act or pose, a hyperbole

This leads to a Tripartite attack on conventional morality

Thieving – Property
Which is the greater injustice?  To take what is not ‘yours’ or to withhold things and 
hoard them, denying you fellow creatures sustenance/livelihood – that is true theft

Whoring – Patriarchy
Need to ensure legitimate issue, no property, no requirement for legitimacy
vs
Different form of gender subjugation (the charismatic male with harem)

Blasphemy – Authority
Public vocal renunciation
The power of the word
The Oath

Attacking the whole basis of social order

Literature

Very advanced theological arguments
Popular/agitation
Hyperbolic, poetic, surreal
Language of current paradigm (religion)
Repetition
To be read aloud/communal

Failure?

Individual ranters were arrested
Specific act of parliament passed about their activities
Their tracts were burned

Continued to behave badly in court/prison Coppe throwing fruit at the judge at his 
trial

Because of their lack of belief in immortality they refused martyrdom, recanted their 
crimes at the first opportunity and went back to continue agitating.

They had no realistic programme – how could they have succeeded?



They showed the absurdity of the law and the hypocrisy of morality and of the 
commonwealth – is that a success?

[Jonathan Trayner's notes from his talk at The Communist Gallery goes to the Toilet 
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